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Mary Olson <nirs.se~mindspdng.com>
Francis Cameron <FXC6nrc.gov>
6/16/03 5:51 PM
Re: aeis on license renewal
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Dear Chip -- that was really sweet of you! I hope you sent this to BREDL too? It is nice that the Atlanta,_
meeting is one day after the DOE pit meeting in N. Augusta -- we will have a regular nuclear relapse tourl

i K

I have the need for two things -- first is a pointer towards any document or speech or review of the
relationship between the GALL process / product and this new venture. Second is something that I know I
requested in the Duke renewal
process, and likely was sent to me, but for the life of me, I cannot now find: the technical guidance
documents used to calculate the costs associated with human deaths attributable to commercial nuclear
activity.... you know, the 12 per
20 years of operations and the trade-off calculations for the SAMA analysis. You would think I would have
that....

Well, anyway, I know I can pester the folks at the PDR, but I thought I would give you a try since you have
this incredible database in your brain during public meetings...l figure it does not go away when you give
back the cute little
cordless mid

Pete says he hopes you are well and happy...and cleaning things upl See you in Atlanta?

Mary Olson
828-675-1792

Francis Cameron wrote:

> Mary:

> Attached is a notice of four regional public meetings - Atlanta, Chicago, Anaheim, and Boston - on the
revision of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on license renewal. Call me if you need any
more information (301-415-1642).
> Chip

> Name: FRN - NOI.FromFR.wpd
> FRN - NOI.FromFR.wpd Type: Winword File (application/wordperfect5.1)
> Encoding: base64
> Description: WordPerfect 6.1

CC: PG <pgunter@nirs.org>
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